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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers has two integrations to Salesforce; System A requires read-only access to all Opportunity data
while System B requires read-write access to all Accounts. Which approach ensures compliance with the principal of
least priviledge? 

A. Utilize a single "Integration User" with the "Modify All data" profile setting enabled so that all integrations always have
access to all data; 

B. Utilize separate credentials and profiles for each integration, one having "view All" to ties and the other having
"Modify All" to Accounts. 

C. Use a single "Integration User" with profile settings restricted to "view All" for opportunity and "Modify All" for
Accounts. 

D. Utilize separate credentials for each system with both credentials having the "modify all data" permission on the
profile. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal containers merges with planetary shipping both companies use Salesforce for order processing and they
decide to consolidate for processes. universal containers has well-established channels for receiving orders, so they
decide to use Universal containers org for receiving and pre- processing of orders and Planetary Shipping\\'s org for
processing and fulfillment of orders. What is the best way to integrate the business processes of the companies? 

A. Use Apex callout to push orders from universal Containers to Planetary Shipping 

B. Use salesforce-to-Salesforce integration between Universal containers and Planetary shipping 

C. Use Outbound messages to send orders from Universal Containers to Planetary shipping. 

D. Use a Middleware tool to pull orders from Universal Containers and push to Planetary Shipping. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal containers has an ERP application where all customer orders are stored. There are millions of customer
orders stored in the ERP application and a longtime customer may have thousands of individual orders. Additionally,
some order informationmay house personally identifiable 

information that, due to company policy, can only be stored in ERP. Universal Containers would like the five most recent
orders displayed on the account page in Salesforce. How should an architect design this requirement considering both
security and scalability? 

A. Leverage the REST API to receive orders from the ERP system as they are created. 

B. Leverage Salesforce Lightning Connect to display order information in Salesforce. 
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C. write an outbound message to receive orders from ERP system as they are created. 

D. Build a scheduled ETL job to sync all customer order history in the orders object. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

An insurance company decides to build an online portal using the Salesforce platform for receiving quote requests from
customers. The company has a legacy quoting system that will generate quotes while the rest of the sales process is
managed by Salesforce Sales Cloud. The legacy system has an API for creating quotes. What Implementation method
should be used so that customers can request quotes online and receive them in real time? 

A. Middleware tool to pull quote requests from SF and push to the legacy system. 

B. Trigger with an @Future method to send quote requests to the legacy system. 

C. Outbound message to send quote requests from Salesforce to the legacy system. 

D. Apex callout to send quote requests from Salesforce to the legacy System. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal containers is hearing complaints from users that recently released changes while they meet the functional
requirements are not actually usable and/or do not meet their expectations for user experience for example, a
Visualforce page that takes too long to display the first page of dat 

A. Which two types of testing should a technical Architect implement to reduce or eliminate the complaint? Choose 2
answers 

B. user Acceptance Testing 

C. Unit Testing 

D. Regression Testing 

E. Performance testing 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 6

Universal Containers wants to ensure Salesforce will only accept secure connections from their ETL tool. How should
calls to a custom Apex web service be secured? 

A. VPN 

B. Two-way SSL 
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C. Profile Security 

D. IP Whitelisting 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

Universal containers is implementing Salesforce for the first time. As part of the implementation, approximately 10
Million contact records need to be migrated into the new environment. What tool should an architect recommend? 

A. Salesforce Data Loader 

B. Data Import Wizard 

C. Excel connector 

D. Salesforce Workbench 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers has multiple Salesforce orgs as a result of a number of acquisitions over time. They decide to let
the subsidiaries continue using their own orgs but would like to streamline their lead processing. They identified one org
that would act as a gateway to receive all the leads for the group and then distribute them to subsidiary orgs based on
lead type. Changes to lead status in subsidiary orgs must be reflected in the gateway org They decide to use
Salesforceto-Salesforce for lead distribution. What limitation of Salesforce-to-Salesforce must be considered to ensure
searchless two-way integration? 

A. Salesforce-to-Salesforce has no built-in support bi-directional(two-way) integrations. 

B. Salesforce-to-Salesforce has a limit on number of records shared between systems. 

C. salesforce-to-Salesforce does not support linking/sharing with existing records in a receiving org. 

D. salesforce-to-Salesforce has no built-in support for objects with Parent-child relationships. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

Universal Containers is building a mobile application that connects to Salesforce for reading and updating data What is
the appropriate authentication solution? 

A. Create a mobile Integration user ID whose credentials are stored within the mobile application code. 

B. Prompt for the mobile user\\'s username and Password; utilize the oAuth Username-Password flow to obtain an
oAuth token. 

C. Redirect to Salesforce via the User-agent oAuth flow to obtain an access token and refresh token. 
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D. Prompt for the mobile user\\'s username and password; utilize the Enterprise WSDL login() operation to obtain a
session ID. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

Which two approaches should an Integration Architect recommend to allow access to on-premise systems by
Salesforce? Choose 2 answers 

A. Place the systems in aDMZ. 

B. Whitelist Salesforce IPs on the firewall. 

C. Utilize two-way(mutual) SSL 

D. Whitelist the corporate IPS in Salesforce. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 11

Universal containers has used Outbound Messaging to integrate with their billing system. Their billing system has
frequent outages that don\\'t last more than a couple of hours. Which two aspects of Outbound Messaging might the
customer experience issues with as a result of these outages? Choose 2 answers 

A. Out-of-order delivery. 

B. Duplicate messages 

C. Orphaned Requests 

D. Exceeding Governor Limits. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 12

Universal containers is building an integration between their instance of Salesforce and their business partner\\'s
fulfillment systems, the security officer would like to ensure that only the authorized data for each business partner is
accessible across all interfaces. How should the architect ensure this requirement is met? 

A. provide each business partner a shared integration username/password with a specific role/profile provisioned to the
appropriate data; 

B. Provide each business partner their own username/password with a specific role/profile provisioned to the
appropriate data; 

C. Provide each business partner their own username/password with an Apex custom web service to filter the data
appropriately. 
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D. Provide each business partner their own username/password with a shared integration profile provisioned to the
appropriate data; 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 13

Universal Containers would like to update their accounting system every time an opportunity is changed to Closed-Won
their accounting system occasionally is offline for 3-4 hours to support month-end processing, and they would like the
integration design to ensure that no transactions are lost during this down time. Which two integration designs should
the architect consider? Choose 2 answers 

A. Utilize the enterprise WSDL to query Salesforce from the Accounting system for opportunities that have changed to
Closed-Won. 

B. Utilize an Enterprise Service Bus to the web service calls between Salesforce and the accounting System. 

C. Utilize workflow outbound messaging, which has a built-in queuing framework. 

D. Utilize an Apex trigger with an @future class to callout to the accounting system after the month- end processing is
complete. 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 14

What are three capabilities of Salesforce to Salesforce(S2S)? Choose 3 answers 

A. Share reports and dashboards between Salesforce orgs. 

B. Automatically publish data from the publisher org. 

C. Manually consume data into the consumer org. 

D. Integrate data between Salesforce orgs via pre-built web service adapters. 

E. Publish data from the publisher\\'s Account object to the consumer\\'s Customer__c object. 

Correct Answer: BCE 

 

QUESTION 15

Universal containers ships millions of orders per year and releases code fixes to the production org mightily. Their
corporate testing strategy requires that tests must be performed against Production data in an isolated test environment
before code can be released to production. How can Universal Containers achieve the requirement? 

A. Use Salesforce-to- Salesforce to keep data synchronized between production and full sandboxes. 

B. Utilize a middleware solution and batch API to do a nightly synch from production to Full sandbox. 

C. Create APEX unit tests so testing can be done against Production data, but rolled back before being committed. 
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D. Request that Salesforce to schedule a full sandbox refresh on a nightly basis. 

Correct Answer: B 
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